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Study shows only 5 percent of
universities in East Africa offer cyber
security degree related programs
By Taigu Muchiri

A study conducted by YelBridges indicate
that only five percent of universities in East
Africa offer Information Communication and
Technology (ICT) related bachelor courses
with concentration in cyber security. This
creates a huge gap in the cyber security
sphere as there are few qualified
professionals who can manage this growing
threat. The cyber security workforce
shortage will only be addressed when the
academia is able to churn skilled
professionals from their institutions of higher
learning.
According to Palo Alto Research Center,
there is a global deficit of over 3 million
professionals in the industry with over 65
percent of organizations reporting a
shortage of ICT staff dedicated to cyber
security. In Africa, there are less than 10,000
certified cyber security professionals to
protect a population of over 1.3 billion
people across the continent. East Africa
faces an acute cyber security skills gap; IT
teams lack the know-how on cyber defense
skills to defend their organizations against
cyber-attacks.
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CEO of Yelbridges, Mr. Torsten Toellner presents the findings of the Cyber4Growth report

Speaking during the launch of the
Cyber4Growth report, Dr. Patrick Wamuyu,
Chair, Department of Computing, School of
Science and Technology at USIU-Africa
mentioned that cyber-crime in Kenya was a
growing concern that needs to be addressed
as soon as possible. He said that institutions
of higher learning have to take on this
challenge and enhance capacity through
training and mentorship programs that will
bridge the skills gap in cyber security.

acceptable cyber security standard. The
cost of cyber-crime had skyrocketed from a
$2 billion in 2016 to $3.5 billion in 2017.
Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania recorded a
total loss of $376 billion. During the same
period the United Nations Conference on
Trade & Development (UNCTAD) reported
that Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) flow in
Africa slumped to $42 billion in 2017, a 21
percent decline from 2016. The cost of
cybercrime in Africa has a direct correlation
with FDI inflows as well as the economic
growth of the continent.

A baseline survey carried in out in 2017
indicated that 95 percent of African
organizations operated below globally

The Chief Operating Officer of Yelbridges Mr.
Steve Mambo cited that cyber security is
considered the number two threat for

organizations. He reiterated that the only
way to solve this problem is to upscale cyber
security of organizations in East Africa.
The event led to the launch of the virtual
conferencing center that will build capacity
in East Africa by setting up a cyber-security
center in Thika, Kenya to provide skilled
security analyst to organizations in the
region. The security analysts will be trained
in-house to enhance their skills level as well
offer security services to global companies.
In addition, Virtual Reality (VR) will be
incorporated as the security analysts offer
awareness and training to clients.
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Dr. Munyi wins prestigious John Hopkins fellowship
By Dan Muchai
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Dr. Elijah Munyi, Assistant Professor, International
Relations

Assistant
Professor
of
International
Relations Dr. Elijah Munyi has won an
internationally open bid to become the 2019
SIAS-CARI Fellow which is based at the
Johns Hopkins University’s School of
Advanced International Studies (SAIS)
China- Africa Research Initiative (CARI).

Dr. Munyi’s research “Chinese Military
Exports to Africa: From Regional Security to
Regime Guarantees? A Case Study of
Uganda and Kenya” seeks to examine what
precipitates a shift in African states’ military
procurement from Western states (and
Russia) to China with a case study of Kenya
and Uganda.

The China Africa Research Initiative (CARI) at
the Johns Hopkins University School of
Advanced International Studies (SAIS) is a
research
program
dedicated
to
understanding the political and economic
aspects of China-Africa relations.

Additionally, the study will contribute to an
understanding of China’s military and
maritime engagement in Africa, and the
impact that a shift in African states’ military
procurement has on existing political and
military
engagements
with
traditional
partners such as the US and European
states.

Grants can range from $2000 to $10,000 per
person,
covering
economy
flight,
accommodations and meals, local transport,
and other reasonable research costs.
SAIS-CARI Fellowships are awarded on a
competitive basis to support the winning
researcher on a China themed topic with a
field trip component in Africa, China and
Washington DC. Dr. Munyi will subsequently
be spending four months in Washington DC
in residence conducting further research.

Successful applicants will be expected to
produce a working paper for the CARI
working paper series, and depending on the
research topic, grantees may be invited to
present their research at the annual CARI
conference.
The SAIS-CARI Fellows Program is
supported by a grant from the Carnegie
Corporation of New York.

Journalism sophomore speaks at Rotary District
Conference in Australia
By Taigu Muchiri
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One of the presenters from Kenya speaks during
the Women in Rotary conference in Australia
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Tracy Monica Ochieng, a Journalism
Sophomore attended a Rotary conference in
Griffith New South Wales, Australia on
March 30, 2019. Tracy was invited to give
her life story, her foundation Tracy and the
200 and how her engagement with the
Rotary club changed her life. The event was
themed Women in Rotary and was
celebrating the impact women have made
across the world. The Rotary club did not
allow women to join the club until May 1987
when the first women enrolled as members.
In her speech, Tracy talked about her
engagement with the Rotary club which
started eight years ago when she met fellow
Rotarians who changed her life. She
narrated how living in Mathare slums gave
her the zeal to want to do more for her
community. Her engagement with other
disadvantaged children from the slums

began in primary school where she joined
clubs such as the Mathare Red Cross and
the kids club in Mathare. Through public
speaking, she was able to present issues
that affected children raised in the slums
such as poor hygiene and sanitation, lack of
proper education (only a few advanced to
high school and university), exposure to
diseases, malnutrition among others.
In November of 2011, she was asked by the
Rotary club of Mathare to give a speech to a
delegation of other Rotary members who
were visiting the slum area. She spoke about
her background, her passion to change the
lives of the children living in the area and the
importance of education to young girls and
boys in her community. She also mentioned
that most children were unable to continue
with their education because they could not
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afford it, including herself. She said that girls
who are unable to finish their education get
married at a young age and are more likely to
marry a gangster. She talked of the over 200
children who could not join high school after
completing their primary education and
most of them would be exposed to drug and
substance abuse, early teenage pregnancies
and marriages.

Tracy’s dream is to be able to offer
opportunities for vulnerable and orphaned
kids in Mathare to go to school. In a written
speech eight years ago, she talked of 200
children that were unable to proceed to high
school and she was one of them. She took it
upon herself to reach out to other children.
Her involvement with the Rotary club has
enabled her to achieve this dream. In

partnership with the Rotary club and other
donors, she is on a journey to reach out the
remaining 199. Tracy is currently sponsored
by Rotary Club of Coolamon 9700 who have
assisted her complete her secondary
education and are supporting her studies at
USIU-Africa.

Peace and Conflict class visits the National
Cohesion and Integration Commission
By Stephen Miano and Taigu Muchiri
Dr. Njoki Wamai accompanied the peace and
conflict class as they visited the National
Cohesion

and

Integration

Commission

(NCIC) on April 2, 2019. The team was
received by Dr. Sellah Nasimiyu King’oro
who is the Assistant Director of the
Research, Policy and Planning Department
at the commission. Dr. Wamai introduced the
students to the commission and gave a brief
background of the work and scope of the
commission in relation to the course the
students were studying. She also stated that
NCIC is a statutory body established under
an Act of parliament under the National
Cohesion and Integration Act 2008 No.12 of
2008. Dr. Wamai informed the commission of
the various discussions that the class had
engaged in focusing on conflict analysis.
Dr. Selah King’oro gave an overview of the
work of the commission since its inception
as well as its core functions. She went ahead
to showcase some of their work and the
milestones they have been able to achieve.
The most notable was the peace building
initiatives and a raft of other measures
introduced and implemented during and
after the post-election violence in 2007/2008
that took place after a disputed presidential
election. She mentioned the interventions
that were used to quell the violence and
bring peace to Kenya.
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Dr. Njoki Wamai and Dr. Selah King’oro are joined by students taking the peace and conflict class during their
visit to the National Cohesion and Integration Commission (NCIC)

Dr. King’oro also clearly discussed some of

The result of the rampant violence was the

the agendas set during mediation in 2008,

fact that most economic activities were

which included ceasefire, operation rudi

grinding to halt and this greatly affected the

nyumbani. These initiatives ensured that all

growth of the economy. Kenyans no longer

Kenyans were safe and were taking part in

felt safe going to work and carrying on with

peace

other

their daily activities. This prompted the

significant tactic used was power sharing by

leaders to think about the long term effect of

both parties involved in the election dispute.

the violence and finally both parties agreed

building

initiatives.

The
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to a proposed way forward. These peace

She further elaborated some of the effects of

accredited

building initiatives gave birth to institutions

the post-election violence, which included

Garissa University was established. Other

such as NCIC and the Truth Justice and

displacement

found

areas contributing to under development

Reconciliation Commission (TJRC).

of

people

who

university

until

2012

when

The

themselves as Internally Displaced Persons

include lack of access to safe drinking water,

team from NCIC explained to the students

(IDPs) due to the ethnic violence experienced

electricity, health care and roads etc.

the importance of peace and why it is an

in the country during that time.

effective means of dealing with ethnic and

The students also had an opportunity to tour

civil unrests witnessed in Kenya and most

Dr. Selah King’oro also discussed some of

the cyber-crime unit and met investigators

parts of Africa. Dr. King’oro explained to the

the structural causes of the violence such as

who explained how they coordinate with

students

that

employed

in

was

inequality, which has led to marginalization of

other departments to monitor individuals

civilian

places in Kenya such as the North Eastern. In

spreading hate speech through social media.

casualties. Peace helps all aggrieved parties

these counties, there is little or no significant

come to the table and find a lasting solution

development

to the problem.

mentioned that the region did not have a fully

this
order

methodology
to

reduce

since

independence.

She

London School of Economics Post-Doctoral fellow
gives a lecture on public expenditure and employment
By Dr. Simeon Sungi and Ernest Mwanzi
On Tuesday, April 9, 2019 USIU-Africa had
the opportunity to host Dr. Rebecca Simson,
a post-doctoral fellow at the London School
of Economics. Dr. Simson gave a guest
lecture to faculty members on Africa's
clientelist budget policies revisited - Public
expenditure and employment in Kenya,
Tanzania and Uganda, 1960-2010.
In her research, Dr. Simson challenged
mainstream

assumptions

that

ethnic

fragmentation and weak social cohesion
after independence leads to governance
through patronage in the three East African
countries. Her research finds that there is no
evidence to support this prediction that is
based on the patronage theory.
Her research findings states that growth and
contraction, mirror global trends and are

Dr. Rebecca Simson delivers her public lecture on public expenditure and employment

bounded by external conditions; public

independence in all the three East Africa

economics by helping us understand the

sector salaries wage bill deteriorated after

countries. However, teachers make the

relationship between history and economics.

independence and cannot be said to have

largest size of public service and lastly,

Her work contributes in policy on public

crowded out other forms of social spending,

regional distribution of public sector jobs has

spending and issues relating to ethnic or

more so under colonialism; public sector

improved in the three countries of Kenya,

regional considerations in the distribution of

salaries are greatly affected by shocks to

Tanzania and Uganda.

public sector jobs in Kenya, Tanzania and

public spending, this results to decline in
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Uganda.

official earnings; public services are roughly

Dr. Simson's research makes a significant

the same size or smaller today than at

contribution in the areas of history and
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Brooke East Africa
training

The School of Graduate Studies Research & Extension held
a training for Brooke East Africa (BEA) in Diplomacy,
Negotiation and Mediation from April 8 -12, 2019. The
training focused on engagement with national, regional and
continental organizations in championing animal welfare,
involvement in animal welfare, BEA address on protocol
issues, various legislations in relation to animal welfare and
development, partnerships, best practices in diplomacy,
conflict resolution, negotiation and mediation
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USIU-Africa’s rugby Martials eyeing the
Kenya cup championships
By Susan Muriuki
On Saturday April 13, 2019, USIU-Africa’s
Rugby Martials are set to travel to Mombasa
to face off the Mombasa South Coast
Pirates, on a final round of 16. This comes
after their clash against Ngong RFC, in
which the Martials beat Ngong RFC in a 68
-20 win, bringing their total points to 54. The
Martials are currently third place after
Western Bulls who have 55 points. The
faceoff with the South Coast Pirates will be a
crucial determinant of the team that will
come first between the Catholic Monks who
have currently 59 points and USIU-Africa’s
Martials who have 54 points. Therefore, the
Martials will require 4 more tries in the
Mombasa match to secure the first position
in the semifinals rank ahead of Catholic
Monks. The Martials will receive a bye and
eventually host the semi–final against the
winners

of

the

3-6

group

in
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The USIU-Africa rugby team

the

Championships league.

“This

season,

demonstrated

Martials

have

fact that the fan base has grown and this

commitment

and

has continued to support and motivate the

the
more

Indeed this season, the Rugby Martials have

passion to the game noting further that they

team,

put their best foot forward, despite losing

were training as early as 5:00 a.m.”

This

performance this season. The coach is

one of their most valuable player Derrick

dedication

and

optimistic that the Martials will enter the

Obiero. “Their performance have improved

subsequently

incredible

Kenya Cup Championship League following

tremendously compared to last season,”

performance during the match. The other

noted Coach Tom Lagat. He added that

determining factor to their success is the

has
led

finally
to

paid
their

off

leading

to

their

spectacular

months of training and hard work.
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Media Mentions
By Diana Meso

Sport Updates
By Ernest Mwanzi
Basketball
In the Nairobi Basketball Association league
match played on April 6, USIU-Africa Marines
lost to both Multi Media University and
Baraka Xtreem 48- 53 and 43–52 respectively
at UpperHill School, while the USIU-Africa
Tigers won 55 -50 against Ulinzi, the
following day during the Kenya Basketball
Federation League match played at Nyayo
national stadium.

April 5: The Star newspaper mentioned USIU-Africa in an article titled “Kisii in must win situation
for play off slot.”

April 12: The Standard mentioned USIU-Africa in an article titled “Cancer did not take away my
fashion creative juices: Designer Shiyenze Khasoha.”

April 12: The Star mentioned USIU-Africa in an article titled “Warriors tackle World Hope in a
Premier League encounter.”

April 10: The Star mentioned USIU-Africa in an article titled “Eight teams to battle it out for two
KRU Championship slots.”

April 10: The Star mentioned USIU-Africa in an article titled “Equity's Maina still keen on title

Rugby
USIU-Africa RFC thrashed Ngong RFC 68 –
20 in a Kenya Rugby Union match played at
USIU-Africa Rugby pitch on Sunday, April 7.

defence despite losing dependable duo”

April 9: Citizen Digital mentioned USIU-Africa in an article titled “Telkom maintain favourites tag
as Sailors, USIU underline ambition.”

April 9: USIU-Africa was mentioned online in an article titled “Adema Sangale: Kenya's Youngest
Female CEO of a Multinational.”

April 9: The Star mentioned USIU-Africa in an article titled “Kitale, Ngong relegated from KRU
Championship.”

April 8: The Standard mentioned USIU-Africa in an article titled “KRU Championship: USIU
captain Mulakoli upbeat for top finish after whipping Ngong 69-20.”

April 6: USIU-Africa was mentioned by the Daily Nation in an article titled “Kenya Cup: Trio seals
play-offs slots as regular season ends.”

April 6: The Star mentioned USIU-Africa in an article titled “Ulinzi seeks to extend unbeaten run
against Thunder.”

April 6: USIU-Africa was mentioned by The Star in an article titled “Amira seek to go top of
women's league.”

April 5: The Daily Nation mentioned USIU-Africa in an article titled “Ulinzi’s unbeaten run under
threat in basketball league.”

April 5: USIU-Africa was mentioned by The Standard in an article titled “KRU Championship:
USIU eye top spot as Kitale and Pirates fight relegation.”
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Hockey
On Sunday, April 7 the men’s hockey team
lost to Green Sharks by two goals to one in a
Kenya Hockey Union league match played at
City stadium.

